The development and commercialization of automated highspeed instruments has considerably increased the data output in many fields of chromatography. The evaluation of large data matrices, including a high number of variables (i.e. retention time, column temperature, eluent composition, etc.) by the traditional linear regression model, is impossible. During the last few decades, the acceptance and application of various multivariate mathematical statistical methods for this purpose have been among the major advances in the theory and practice of chromatography.
Introduction
The development and commercialization of automated highspeed instruments has considerably increased the data output in many fields of chromatography. The evaluation of large data matrices, including a high number of variables (i.e. retention time, column temperature, eluent composition, etc.) by the traditional linear regression model, is impossible. During the last few decades, the acceptance and application of various multivariate mathematical statistical methods for this purpose have been among the major advances in the theory and practice of chromatography. 1, 2 Many multivariate methods have found applications in chromatography, such as linear disriminant analysis, 3 factor analysis, 4 canonical correlation analysis 5 and principal component analysis. 6 The methods mentioned above classify the solutes and chromatographic systems (columns and rows of the retention data matrices) in groups while taking into consideration simultaneously the retention strength and selectivity. However, the separation of these two retention characteristics may promote a better understanding of the chromatographic processes facilitating optimization. A spectral mapping technique (SPM) overcomes this difficulty. SPM has been developed for quantitative structure-activity relationship studies to promote the rational design of new pharmaceuticals, 7 and can also be used in chromatography for separating the retention strength and selectivity.
This method divides information into two matrices using the logarithm of the original data. 8 The calculation process consecutively substracts the corresponding column-mean and the corresponding rowmean from each (logarithmic) element. The total variance is divided into the variances of row-means, column-means and the so-called interaction term, which can be reproduced on a plot. The dispersion of objects and variables on the plot translates the existing relationship between them. More details on the calculation process can be found in the original publications. 7, 8 The first of the two matrices calculated by SPM is a vector containing the so-called "potency" values, which are related either to the retention strength of various solutes on the same column and in the same mobile phase or to the solvent strength using mobile phases of different composition as well as the same column and the same solutes. The potency values are linearly related to the retention strength, but are expressed in arbitrary units. They always show the quantitative measure of the effect. The second matrix (selectivity map) contains information concerning the spectra of activity (the qualitative characteristics of the effect), that is a selectivity map of the retention data matrix shows either the selectivity of the retention of various solutes on the same column using the same mobile phase or the selectivity of the mobile phases of different compositions using the same column and the same set of solutes. The retention strength and solvent strength as well as the selectivity of solutes and that of mobile phases can be calculated from the same matrix of retention data using the original and the transversed matrix for SPM calculations. Due to the favorable application parameters, SPM was employed in chromatography to classify the stationary phases in both HPLC 9 and TLC, 10 for evaluating the formation of inclusion complexes between anticancer drugs and cyclodextrin derivatives, 11 and for separating the solvent strength and selectivity on a β-cyclodextrin polymer-coated support. 12 Unfortunately, significance tests cannot be applied for the results of a principalcomponent analysis, cluster analysis, factor analysis or SPM, making questionable the reliability of the conclusions drawn from the results. To the best of our knowledge, only one graphical approximation was made to include standard deviation on the SPM of chromatographic retention data. 13 Because the resulting selectivity maps are generally multidimensional and their evaluation by traditional methods is difficult, the dimensionality can be reduced by a nonlinear mapping technique (NLM). 14 The NLM technique (NLM) employs an iteration process. When a two-dimensional NLM is required, a theoretical plane is selected in the first step. The points from the multidimensional space are projected on the plane. The distances among the points on the plane and in the multidimensional space are calculated and compared. The second step modifies the position of the theoretical plane in such a manner that the differences between the distances measured on the plane and in the multidimensional place would decrease. Iteration continues if the difference between the last two iterations is lower than a predetermined value. An entire quantitative description of the algorithm can be found in the original publication. 14 A porous graphitized carbon (PGC) support was developed as an inert support with special retention characteristics. 15, 16 The retention mechanism of PGC has been vigorously discussed. It was established that lipophilicity influences, but does not determine the retention order of solutes; however, the mobile phases employed are typical for the reversed-phase separation mode. It was found the electrostatic interactions between the planar ring structures of solutes and the hexagonal graphite molecules on the PGC surface exert a considerable influence on the retention. The theoretical aspects 17 and practical application of PGC 18 have recently been reviewed. Many studies have been devoted to elucidating the role of various molecular parameters of solutes in their retention behavior on PGC; they are compiled and discussed in detail in Ref. 17 . Unfortunately, the results obtained by various research groups are generally not consistent. The marked discrepancies between the results can be explained by the fact that different sets of test molecules, physicochemical parameters and mobile phases were employed. It has been accepted that the retention mechanism on PGC is of mixed character, mainly involving electronic and steric interactions.
The objectives of the study were to separate the strength and selectivity of the retention of barbituric acid derivatives on a PGC column with SPM, to include the standard deviation of raw data in the calculation, and to elucidate the relationship between the molecular parameters of solutes and solvents to account for the strength and selectivity of retention. To the best of our knowledge, the strength and selectivity of retention on PGC have never been previously separated by using SPM. The data may contribute to a more profound understanding of the physicochemical processes governing retention and may result in a rational design of the optimization of concrete separation problems.
Experimental
The chemical structures of barbituric acid derivatives are shown in Table 1 . Their retention was determined on a PGC column using water-organic modifiers in various volume ratios. A linear relationship was employed for describing the log k′ value on the concentration of an organic modifier in the mobile phase (C vol.%):
log k′ = log k′o + bC.
(
The b value was considered to be a parameter related to the retention strength of the given solute-organic modifier pair. The b values and their standard deviations determined in the presence of methanol, 19 ethanol, 20 acetonitrile, 21 tetrahydrofuran 5 and dioxane 22 were included in the calculation. SPM was carried out twice:
1 SPM firstly calculates the logarithm of the members of the original data matrix, facilitating an evaluation of the final plots in terms of log ratios. Consecutively, SPM substracts the corresponding column-mean and row-mean from each logarithmic element of the matrix calculating potency values. The source of the variation remaining in the centered data set can be evaluated graphically (selectivity map).
The dimensionality of both selectivity maps was reduced to two by a nonlinear mapping technique. The iteration was carried out to the point when the difference between the last two iterations was lower than 10 -8 . When the potency value plus twice the standard deviation or the potency value minus twice standard deviation overlaps with the corresponding parameters of another potency value, these parameters do not differ significantly. The points representing the selectivity value plus two standard deviations and the selectivity value minus two standard deviations are at the same distance of the point of the mean selectivity value on the twodimensional nonlinear maps. A circle can be formed, the center of the circle being the mean selectivity value and the radius being determined by the mean ± standard-deviation values, similarly to evaluating potency data when two circles are not entirely separated the selectivity values do not differ significantly.
In order to establish the relationship between the strength and selectivity of the retention and the physicochemical parameters of solutes and organic modifiers, a stepwise regression analysis was employed. 23 The physicochemical parameters included in the calculation have been used many times in qualitative structure-retention relationship studies: π = Hansch-Fujita's substituent constant characterizing hydrophobicity. 24, 25 The substituent constant is defined as the difference in the octanol/water partition of a compound containing a substituent and of the parent molecule without the given substituent. H-Ac and H-Do are indicator variables for the proton acceptor and proton donor properties, respectively. 26 Because at the present time, a set of hydrogen-bonding parameters is not available, a value of 1 was assigned to both the hydrogen-bond donor and the hydrogen-bond acceptor substituents and 0 to other substituents. M-RE is the molar refractivity. 27 The molar refractivity is related to the London dispersion forces (polarizability), and can be calculated from the molecular mass, index of refraction and density. F and R are the electronic parameters characterizing the inductive and resonance effect, respectively. 28 The inductive constant was defined as the differences in the rate constant for the hydrolysis of substituted and unsubstituted esters, and is related to the electrostatic effect of a substituent on the reaction center. The resonance effect is important with strong electron-attracting groups when 308 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES FEBRUARY 2001, VOL. 17 substituents are directly conjugated with the reaction center. σ is Hammett's constant, which characterizes the electronwithdrawing power of the substituent. 29 Hammett constant has been defined as the difference between the ionization constant of benzoic acid in water at 25˚C and the ionization constant of a meta-or para-substituted benzoic acid derivative under the same experimental conditions. Es is Taft's constant, which characterizes the steric effects of the substituent, 30 and is linearly related to the average of the minimum and maximum van der Waals radii of the substituent. B1 and B4 are the Sterimol width parameters determined by the distance of substituents at their maximum point perpendicular to attachement bond axis (L). 31, 32 The length of substituent (L) is defined along the axis of the bond between the first atom of the substituent and the parent molecule. The physicochemical parameters of barbiturates were taken from Ref. 20 ; those of organic modifiers were calculated by the additivity rule.
A stepwise regression analysis was performed six times; the potency values (dependent variable I) and the orthogonal coordinates of the two dimensional nonlinear selectivity maps of solutes (dependent variables II and III), the potency values (dependent variable IV) and the orthogonal coordinates of the two dimensional nonlinear selectivity maps of organic modifiers (dependent variables V and VI) were the separate dependent variables. Independent variables were in each instance the physicochemical parameters listed above. The number of accepted independent variables was not limited and the acceptance limit was set to the 95% significance limit. Calculations were performed on an IBM AT personal computer, the software for SPM and nonlinear mapping was prepared by Dr. Barna Bordás, Plant Protection Institute of Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary. The software for the stepwise regression analysis was the product of COMPUDRUG Ltd., Budapest, Hungary.
Results and Discussion
The potency values (mean and mean ± two standard-deviations) of organic modifiers calculated by SPM are compiled in Fig. 1 . Higher potency values indicate the higher capacity (higher solvent strength) of an organic modifier to elute barbituric acid derivatives from the PGC column. The potency values show considerable variations, and their order deviates from that observed on the traditional reversed-phase support. This discrepany can be tentatively explained by the fact that the retention characteristics of PGC are different from those of octadecylsilica, although the mobile phases are typical reversedphase mobile phases. 33, 34 Because the potency values are related to the solvent strength, similar conclusions can be drawn when the b values of Eq. (1) are averaged for the six solvent mixtures. However, the advantage of using the logarithmic scale employed by SPM is that it facilitates an evaluation of the results, even in the instance when the differences are extremely high in the original data matrix.
Organic modifiers are widely distributed on the two dimensional nonlinear selectivity map (Fig. 2) . The coordinates of the two-dimensional nonlinear maps are only fictive indicators of the distribution of points (in our case organic modifiers and solutes) in a plane without any concrete physical or physicochemical meaning. Interestingly, the selectivity of dioxane deviates considerably from those of other organic modifiers. This finding indicates that barbiturates not well separated in mobile phases containing other modifiers can be separated in water-dioxane eluents.
The potency values (mean and mean ± two standarddeviations) of barbiturates (overall capacity of drugs to bind to the surface of PGC) are compiled in Fig. 3 . Barbiturates show marked differences in their capacity to bind to a PGC surface. This result suggests that PGC can be successfully used for their separation in each eluent system. The data further indicate that barbituric acid derivatives with very similar potency values may coelute in one or more mobile phases. The mean values and the contour of the circles representing the 95% significance level are shown on a two-dimensional nonlinear selectivity map (Fig.  4) . The overwhelming majority of drugs does not show significantly different selectivity towards the organic modifiers; only compounds 6, 7, 14, 17, 19, 20 and 41 are well separated from the others. The fact that the large cluster includes drugs with different substituents indicates that each substituent exerts a similar effect on the selectivity, and that the observed effect is the result of an interplay between contributions of various substituents to the selectivity.
The parameters of relationships between the chromatographic and physicochemical parameters of organic modifiers and barbiturates (results of stepwise regression analyses) are compiled in Table 2 . It has to be emphasized that all physicochemical parameters listed in Experimental were included in each calculation. This means that it was not a single parameter evaluation; a stepwise regression analysis is only selected one from the existing 10 physicochemical parameters. The retention strength of organic modifiers significantly depended on the electronic parameter characterizing the resonance effect, suggesting that electronic interactions exert a considerable impact on the elution strength of organic modifiers on PGC. The coordinates of the two-dimensional nonlinear selectivity map were not significantly correlated with the physicochemical parameters. It can be assumed that the negative result reflects the rather low number of variables (altogether five) compared to the insignificance of the relationship between the retention characteristics and the physicochemical parameters.
No significant linear correlation was found between the physicochemical parameters of drugs and the second coordinate of the two-dimensional nonlinear selectivity map. (potency) and selectivity (first coordinate of the twodimensional nonlinear selectivity map) of the binding of barbituric acid derivatives significantly depended on the electronic and sterical parameters of the drugs. The fact that the calculated lipophilicity of drugs exerted no significant influence on the chromatographic characteristics indicates again that the retention mechanism of PGC considerably differs from that of octadecylsilica stationary phase where the lipophilicity is the most prominent parameter influencing solute retention. The data can be explained by the supposition that the first contact 311 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES FEBRUARY 2001, VOL. 17 The numbers refer to the barbituric acid derivatives, given in Table 1 . Fig. 4 Similarities and dissimilarities between the selectivity of the barbituric acid derivatives. Two-dimensional nonlinear selectivity map. No. of iterations, 204; maximal error, 7.88 × 10 -3 . The numbers refer to barbituric acid derivatives given in Table 1 . between the PGC surface and the solute depends on the sterical parameters, whereas the interactive forces between the surface of the stationary phase and the solute molecules are polar (electronic character). Probably the stacking interaction between the hexagonal graphite molecules of PGC surface and the planar ring substructures of solutes contribute to the retention. Our results are in good agreement with those obtained using other sets of model compounds, and prove again the mixed character of the retention mechanism of PGC.
It must be emphasized that the conclusions discussed above are based on calculations carried out on one special data matrix and are not the results of theoretical considerations; therefore, their application for other data matrices may lead to a serious misinterpretation of the results.
Conclusion
It can be concluded from the results that the method represents a useful approximation for the inclusion of the standard deviation of both variables and observations in data matrices evaluated by SPM followed by nonlinear mapping. The method can be employed as a valuable tool to separate the retention strength and the selectivity of solutes and organic modifiers of the mobile phase, thus promoting a better understanding of the separation processes in HPLC.
It can be further assumed that the method can be successfully applied to separate the strength and selectivity of any chromatographic process in other fields of chromatography, such as gas-liquid chromatography, capillary zone electrophoresis and thin-layer chromatography.
